
Facts to go
Be your own expert and learn 

more about the local environment
- a local guide about what climate change 

impacts Longyearbyen residents can  
expect by 2100

What kind of hazards can be expected 
in the Arctic?

Snow avalanches:
… are rapid mass movement occurring in steep, snow-
covered mountain terrain. Avalanche formation results 
from complex interactions between terrain, snowpack, 
and meteorological conditions. Some of the key 
components of avalanche terrain are elevation, aspect 
and slope. Avalanches typically release between 30 –45 
degrees slope angle. They are a typical phenomenon in 
Svalbard.4

Landslides/ debris flows:
… occur when the force of gravity exceeds the strength 
of the material and consequently it moves downslope 
rapidly. Landslides are classified according to their size
and the sediments transported. Typical triggers are 
earthquake vibrations, heavy rainfall or overloading. The 
rapid mass movements occur from a slope inclination of 
27 degrees and can cause considerable damage 
depending on the size and proximity to infrastructure.1

Temperature                                            
Climate change is often associated with one 
thing above all: an increase in the average 
global temperature. What is less known, 
however, is that this increase is already 
happening much faster in the Arctic than 
elsewhere in the world. Some models 
suggest a warming of respectively 7.4 and 
8.7 °C by 2100. This means that the average 
annual temperature most likely rises above 
0°C (figure 1). The greatest warming is to be 
expected in the winter months.1

Figure 1: Mean temperature 
changes [°C] from 1971-2000 to 
2071-21001

Figure 2: Mean precipitation 
changes [%] from 1971-2000 to 
2071-21001

Precipitation “arctic desert” or 
“rainy arctic”
Svalbard is often known as an arctic desert. 
But it could soon lose this status, since 
climate change will cause a dramatic 
increase in precipitation. And although 
Longyearbyen has lower precipitation 
values compared to other locations at the 
archipelago due to its special location, an 
increase of up to 40% is expected by 2100 
(figure 2). A larger increase is to be 
expected, especially in spring.1

Global vs. Arctic
Over the last 2-3 decades the arctic has 
experienced more warming than any 
other region (figure 3). This is mainly 
caused by the so called “Arctic 
amplification”, which implies:
▪ Feedback mechanisms from loss of sea 

ice
▪ Changes in atmospheric and oceanic 

circulation

Most of the climate models are based 
on this complex atmospheric-ocean-
ice-system and is, therefore, difficult to 
predict. But there is a clear trend: rising 
temperatures.3

Figure 3: Surface air temperature anomalies2

From big to small - How will the global 
climate affect the Arctic?



Rockfall: 
... occurs on very steep cliff faces and form a fresh face. 
Depending on the size of the falling rocks and the 
steepness of the entire slope, these rocks can reach 
different velocities and ranges. Rockfall can be triggered 
by rainfall events, ice-melting or water pressure in 
crevasses. Rockfall is a very frequent occurring process in 
the Arctic and is, therefore, important to consider for 
infrastructure constructions.1

Floods:
… occur as an overflow of water and usually exceeds the 
capacity of the riverbed. Meanwhile, the raging river has 
an enormously high erosive power and can overflow 
surrounding areas. The river transports a lot of sediment, 
partly also coarse sediment -hence floods can cause 
great damage.  Most floods occur in spring, when 
snowmelt and precipitation are at their peak (Svalbard: 
June/July).1

Longyearbyen is surrounded by steep mountains
Longyearbyen is located within a valley and, therefore, surrounded by 
steep mountainsides. There are two glaciers in the upper part of the valley, 
which have lost a lot of mass in recent years. The associated meltwater
river flows through the valley and thus also through the settlement. During 
the last few years, it has been straightened to a large extent.4 

Safe settlement area is limited
After the Second World War, most of the settlement moved to the right 
side of the river. Since then, the population of the town has increased 
steadily. Due to this settlement pressure, buildings were also moved to 
more dangerous areas. What was once a settlement dominated by coal 
mining has now been transformed into an open community. Today, 
Longyearbyen is a popular place for tourists, the Governor of Svalbard has 
his headquarters here and a modern university (UNIS) educates several 
hundred students every year and is an anchor point for many scientists
from all over the world.4

The risks were underestimated for a long time
Due to the special location of the settlement, described 
above, Longyearbyen is suspended to a lot of potential 
risks, such as (snow) avalanches, rockfall, landslides or 
floods. For a long time, these dangers were not given 
sufficient attention. Only after some dramatic events 
the dangers were recognized and taken seriously. 

Dangerous areas can be found everywhere
Danger zones for avalanches and landslides can be 
found where infrastructure is built too close to steep 
slopes (figure 5, red circle). For example, the area 
around Haugen experienced a lot of damage due to 
slush avalanches. This is a rapid mass movement 
consisting of a mixture of snow and water (green 
circle). As rockfall often has a shorter outrun, this has 
so far only been a danger for cables and other things. 

The danger of flooding, which is particularly prevalent in 
spring, affects buildings near the river in particular
(orange circle). 

Figure 5: Longyearbyen located in lower Longyeardalen with 
extensive plateaus on both sides; the meltwater of the two glaciers 
Larsbreen and Longyearbreen supply the river Longyearelva 1

Figure 4: Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of 
Longyearbyen showing steep mountainsides 
around the settlement4

What landforms can be found in the 
surroundings of Longyearbyen?



In order to search for traces of past mass movement events in the landscape, two things in particular must be 
taken into account: (1) The source area of the mass movement and (2) the deposits  

Figure 6: : Summary of all processes and features which can be found in the area of Longyearbyen
▪ Blue area shows the course of the river 
▪ Orange area shows the main source area of rockfall 
▪ Yellow arrows show direction of mass movements 

Rockfall:
▪ Deposits consist of highly immature debris and mainly angular clasts
▪ The further away from the source area the larger the deposits (sketch)
▪ Lobate accumulations of debris, scattered “outrunners”
▪ Source area is mainly exposed bedrock, which is partially to heavily 

weathered
▪ Smaller pebbles are usually deposited directly underneath the source 

area and are then transported further down by other mass movements

Snow avalanches:
▪ Deposits consist of large to medium size poorly rounded sediments 
▪ Compared to other mass movements the runout is medium long and 

usually stops between 15-30° of slope inclinations
▪ The surface profile is convex, matrix-rich sandy/muddy matrix scattered 

with outsized boulders
▪ Snow avalanches can basically be triggered everywhere, if the slope is 

steep enough and it accumulates enough snow

Landslides/ debris flows:
▪ Both snow avalanche and landslide deposits consist mostly of angular rocks
▪ Overall, the outrun of landslides is longer and the surface profile is convex
▪ Neither rock size nor rock type are sorted (sketch)
▪ The surface of source area is covered by medium to large weathered rocks
▪ A trigger can start from one point and then fan out down the slope
▪ Erosional tracks within the fan are characteristic for debris flows

Floods:
▪ Running water flows over rocks and moves, sorts and shapes them to 

round pebbles (sketch)
▪ Transport distance depends on the seize of the rocks and the water load
▪ In order for the river to overflow its banks, the water level must increase 

by a lot in a short period of time
▪ Glaciers located in the catchment area lead to an additional peak in 

spring

What signs can be found in the 
environment that indicate hazards?

Longyearbyen



Increase of temperature and precipitation are the main drivers
▪ The Arctic will experience a drastic increase in temperature and 

precipitation in the coming decades
▪ This is associated with an intensification of extreme events
▪ Most of the hazards directly affects Longyearbyen and its inhabitants 

with fatal consequences12

The possibility of floods might increase until the middle of the 
century
▪ Due to insufficient data a reliable prediction is difficult
▪ However, rising temperatures and higher precipitation lead to 

more runoff
▪ This can produce extreme floods especially in the spring1

Is the future hopeless or what can be 
done?

Risks of snow avalanches will intensify 
▪ The community of Longyearbyen has already faced to numerous 

accidents (more at Hestness et al. 2016) due to snow avalanches
▪ Predicting snow avalanches is a highly complex task because it depends 

on numerous factors and the available data is insufficient
▪ However, due to higher precipitation, especially in the winter, and faster 

warming in the spring an increase in avalanches can not be excluded
▪ This is a matter to be taken seriously in Longyearbyen in the future and 

today5

All kinds of rapid mass movements are predicted to increase
▪ Due to warming an increase in rockfall and landslides is predicted 
▪ Higher temperatures result into a higher instability of most of the 

slopes
▪ In addition, more extreme rainfall events will trigger more and more 

mass movements
▪ Larger and more mass movements will affect infrastructure1

The future is not hopeless, but countermeasures must be implemented
▪ The more we learn about the nature around us, the more can be done to 

protect the settlement
▪ Additionally to an advanced risk assessment and forecasting in form of 

improved research, active measures must be taken; e.g., temporary (blasting 
avalanches) and permanent solutions (snow fences, see image on the right)

▪ Good cooperation between the scientific community, the local population. 
visitors and the government is of enormous importance!!!

Why will there be more risks in the future?

Figure 7: Snow avalanches around 
Longyearbyen for the period 2006 to 20095

Figure 8: Mean annual flood for the river 
Longyearelva simulated. It shows that there is an 
increase predicted until the mid of the century, 
followed by a decrease due to rapid glacier retreat. 
Thus, the meltwater can be neglected1
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